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NOTICE OF MEETING 

 

 

The next meeting of the Branch will be held on the 20th August at the Melbourne Camera Club Building, 

cnr. Dorcas & Ferrars Sts  South Melbourne at 8pm.   This will be a Member’s night. 

 

 

The September meeting will be on the 17th.. This will also be a member’s night unless otherwise advised. 
  

 

Raffles & Supper as usual. 

 

 

 

Due to the uncertain future of the branches of the  MSA it is of interest to note that the first issue of the 

Victorian Branch Bulletin was on the 19th of August 1968 and that this issue No. 265, will mark 44 years of 

its existence.  

It has contained articles that relate to collecting experiences through to semi scientific articles on our 

Victorian molluscs.  The demise of this in its present form will not only deprive many interested readers of 

this information, but will leave no vehicle for the many authors who subscribe.   

 

Jack Austin with help from Robert Burn has prepared an index to branch bulletins from 1996-2011.  

Copies are available to members for $5.00. Please contact the secretary at michael_lyons1@bigpond.com to 

order your copy  

 

 

 

Secretary / Treasurer       Michael Lyons      Tel. No. 9894 1526 

 

 

 

 

 

Printed courtesy of Steve Herberts Office, Parliamentary Member for Eltham 

 

 

 

Conus marmoreus Linne 

mailto:michael_lyons1@bigpond.com
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Meeting notes from June meeting.    

 

Simon Wilson  

 

Simon was based in China on an eight month contract with Unilever Australasia in 2008. Whilst there he saw 

an exploratory Diving trip in the East China Sea advertised at a Dive Shop in Shanghai and managed to make 

arrangements to join this adventure/ exploration diving trip. It was to Bei Yushan, Zhejiang province.  

The area dived was ~30 nautical miles SE off the coast of Shipu, a small port city which is around five hours 

drive south of Shanghai. 

 

Some Chinese Propaganda! 

 

The Yushan Archipelago to east of Shipu Port are composed of 54 isles and reefs. Among these isles is Bei 

Yushan Isle, which lies 28 miles to the east of Shipu, covers an area of 0.48 square kilometres, and is 

surrounded by reefs.  

• Along its shore there are many grotesque rocks that constitute wonderful sights.  

• The water around the isle is so clear that it can be seen through to the bottom.  

• The ancient people called it a fairy land on the sea. On the isle there is a large lighthouse, 

which was erected in 1895 during the reign of Emperor Kuangxu in the Qing Dynasty. In the waters around 

the Isle, groupers abound and they can be fished just with a fishing rod. 

 

The First part of his Journey was to a small Fishing town named Shi Pu which had a rich cultural aroma, the 

trip from Shanghai lasted 5hrs. They stayed overnight in this busy little fishing town. 

After catching a charter boat to the Island and checking in, he completed several dives in around most of the 

islands, the east dive sites revealed an abundance of Nudibranchs, soft corals and sponges along with clams 

that lined the sea floor. 

The various dive sites offered a mixture of sloping bottoms to wall dives, with very little current! Huge 

boulders lay around the islands making excellent swim throughs and places for octopuses to hide. 

Ocean temperatures were between 20c and 22c which made for comfortable diving. Maximum depths dived 

were around 30meters with most of the best diving in the shallow 7-0 meters. 

Visibility was at best 4 meters but that didn’t stop the adventurers exploring the underwater world and 

sharing their stories and what they saw. 

 

Simon undertook six dives in total over two days (Four day trip Friday night to Monday night. Diving on 

Saturday & Sunday) 

• Dive #1 – South side of Bei Yu Shan main island in a small bay Max depth 14m (Average 9m),     

Viz 2-3m (“Muck dive”) & W/T ~21oC 

• Dive #2 – West side of Bei Yu Shan main island in a small bay Max depth 11m (Average 9m), 

Viz 2-3m (“Muck dive”) & W/T ~22oC 

• Dive #3 – Nan Yu Shan (South island) small bay on west side Max depth 17m (Average 11m), 

Viz ~1m (Black below 10m) & W/T ~20oC 

• Dive #4 – “Stonehenge”, Bei Yu Shan East side                        Max depth 24m (Average 12m), 

Viz 3-4m & W/T ~22oC 

• Dive #5 – “Drop Off”, Bei Yu Shan North East side – Wall dive Max depth 21m (Average 14m), 

Viz 3-4m & W/T ~21oC 

• Dive #6 – West side of Bei Yu Shan in a large bay                   Max depth 14m (Average 9m), Viz 

~5m & W/T ~21oC 

 

Species Collected or Observed included... 

• Chicoreus asianus and Chicoreus cnissodus 

• Cypraea gracilis and Cypraea miliaris 

• Phenacovolva brevirostris or clenchi 

• Hemifusu tuba 
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•       Cantharus cecillei 

• Turbo cornutus 

• Unknown Trochid species including Clanculus species 

• Unknown Muricid species including Thais species 

• Many more smaller species observed but not collected 

 

Simon also undertook dives in the South China Sea in August 2008 

 

He undertook ten dives over two weekends; the diving was organised through a dive Centre based in Nan’ 

Ao near Daya Bay (Shenzhen), Guangdong province, China. 

Dive sites visited included Dapeng Bay, Daya Bay (Location of a large Nuclear Power Plant), Pedro Blanco 

(isolated rock pinnacles ~40 nautical miles off coast of Shenzhen & Hong Kong 

It was mainly day diving but completed two night dives in Daya Bay (Large Breakwater & from the shore in 

front of the dive shop). The diving at Pedro Blanco was spectacular with world class diving.  

Dives:– Pedro Blanco - Max depths 10-18m, can get to 40m , Viz 15-20m (Trip 1), 5-10m (Trip 2) & W/T 

25-28oC 

Dives:– Daya & Dapeng Bay- Depths 3-10m, Viz 3-7m & W/T 26-30oC 

 

Species Collected or Observed included... 

• Muricidae species dominated incl. a number of Chicoreus species 

• Cypraea arabica, eglantina, errones, gracilis, helvola, erosa, labrolineata, chinensis, 

capterserpentis, vitellus & miliaris. (So at least eleven species in total occur here). 

• Conus textile & a few other species 

• Spondylidae & pectinidae species 

• Ranellidae species 

• Turbinidae ie Angaria species 

• Haliotidae species (small & stolen by the cook!) 

• Other species noted but not recorded 

 

Lynton Stevens  

 

Lynton described progress he has made towards completing his book, “Marine Shells of South-eastern 

Australia”  

Lynton initially started the project as a joke with the idea of updating Macpherson & Gabriel (1962) (now 

exactly 50 years old) but extended the scope of the work to include Bass Strait & northern Tasmania; later 

deciding to include all of Tasmania. 

The book is to include shelled marine gastropods only (i.e. no bivalves, cephalopods, chitons, scaphopods, 

unshelled opisthobranchs, etc) 

Challenges he faces include the fact that the existing literature of this region is incomplete and of the 

available literature he notes: 

 

 Available monographs inadequate 

•  Macpherson & Gabriel (1962): “Marine Molluscs of Victoria” 50 years old, majority of species not 

figured 

•  May (1923): “Seashells of Tasmania” Almost 90 years old, terrible figures 

• Wilson (1993-94): “Australian Marine Shells vols. 1&2” Very good but selected coverage, selected 

illustrations, photos sometimes too small 

• Beechey’s website is the best thing available but VIC / TAS fauna is very different 

• Many species have never been properly illustrated, esp. the smaller ones 

• Some species currently impossible to identify except by direct comparison with types (some 

impossible full stop) 

• Many others extremely difficult even for very experienced workers 

• Distributions poorly documented 
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He also found that the existing literature is widely scattered, with very few people broadly familiar with it. 

The absence of a species-level index makes the task very inefficient. 

 

Lynton undertook a major literature review and created a checklist; first completed in 2010, but still 

expanding. He has established that there are some 1,250 species presently in the region covered and aims to 

illustrate the majority of them and include 300+ SEM images, 2500+ DSLR images and 250+ live-animal 

images. He estimates the book will be 600+ pages. 

 

Lynton noted there has been lots of change in the last 50 years: 

• Deep-water exploration (slope & seamounts) 

• Many new species described since 1962 - Sometimes large (e.g. Kapala kengrahami) 

• unnamed species (300+ new additions for VIC / TAS - sometimes large / spectacular (Austroharpa 

punctata, Zoila friendii var. thersites, Notovoluta  kreuslerae, Oocorys sulcata, Thalassocyon bonus) 

• About 30 deletions 

• Many 80-100+ easily) 

 

Lynton has been able to draw on the strong resources available in Victoria right now; on the academic side 

there is himself, Robert Burn, Platon Vafiadis, Joan Hales, Alan Monger, Max Marrow, etc; Micro stuff: 

himself, Platon, Joan; Intertidal field work: MRG, Joan Hales; Underwater field work: Simon Wilson, 

Michael Lyons, Geoff Macaulay, himself; imaging: himself, Platon Vafiadis 

 

Of the text ~50% already provisionally written. He hopes to include synonymy, distribution, size, 

prevalence, remarks, and references for each species although for some species just remarks and references 

may be included. There will be no text descriptions – an impossible task! He wishes to obtain good 

representative specimens for illustration. 

 

Lynton has reached a high level of proficiency in the use of DSLR photography and a 1mm shell can be 

photographed without a problem. He has achieved this with some training and has perfected lighting 

techniques and colour calibration. He has also employed modern techniques such as focus stacking (for 

perfect depth of field) for images of very small specimens.  

He has also learnt to use a scanning electron microscope (SEM). He has done this at his own expense 

($77.00 per hour) and has tallied up 30-40 hours of experience. SEM images are required for many species 

descriptions. 

 

Lynton has completed 16 plates covering about 100 species and showed us stunning examples of some of the 

plates he has prepared.    He has also had interest from Conchbooks based on early samples. However he is 

still facing significant hurdles including needing access to museum specimens.  

 

All of the branch members present wished him well with his project and made it be known we are very  

excited by the work he has completed. 

                                                                                                               Michael Lyons 

Acanthochitona macrocystialis: retraction 
 

Closer examination of Tom Crawford’s Acanthochitona specimen and comparison with paratype specimens in 

the MV collection, show that it is not macrocystialis.  This latter species has a broad smooth jugum and 

numerous small pustules in the lateral and pleural areas.  Tom Crawford’s specimen has fewer larger pustules 

in the jugal, lateral and pleural areas.  It compares well with Port Phillip paratypes in the MV collection of 

Acanthochitona gatliffi Ashby, 1919 and has been relabeled  with this name for deposit in the MV mollusc 

collection. 

Acanthochitona gatliffi is known from the Bass Strait area of Victoria and Tasmania, westward to Port 

Lincoln, South Australia. 

Robert Burn 
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Lt. Col Robert John Griffiths 19-1991? 

 

Lt. Col. Robert John Griffiths, the youngest Lt. Colonel still on active service in the British Army arrived in 

Victoria in early 1958, seconded to the Australian Defence Forces. He had been a collector with a special 

interest in Cypraea since the early 1950’s, a life member of the Conchological Society of Great Britain and 

Ireland from1951 and published his first paper in 1953. On coming to Victoria he contacted Hope 

Macpherson, then Curator of Molluscs at the National Museum of Victoria (now Museum Victoria) and then 

joined the recently formed Marine Study Group. He continued to attend meetings until May 1959 when he 

gave a farewell address on Cypraea. In the years 1958-1959 while still maintaining an address in Cornwall 

England, he undertook a detailed study of the genus Notocypraea publishing the description of one new 

species in 1959 and a review of the genus in 1962. 

 

After leaving Melbourne around May 1959 and retiring from the army, he returned to England with his wife 

Audrey and daughter Francis presumably to settle his affairs. The family returned to Australia and purchased 

a block of rainforest at Port Macquarie NSW which was then turned into a nature reserve called Sea Acres 

and it operated as a museum and tea house well over a decade. The appearance of the first issue of The 

Cowry, conceived and edited by Griffiths, coincided with his move to Port Macquarie. There were 8 issues in 

Volume No.1 between December 1960 and August 1965. Volume 2 No.1 although not dated appeared as (an 

occasional magazine) in January 1968, then abruptly ceased. Although the magazine carried articles by many 

prominent cowry specialists including F.A. Schilder, Cernohorsky, Donohue, William Old Jnr and Dr. D.A 

Brand, Griffiths wrote a large proportion of the articles himself and found it necessary to support the 

magazine financially. Sometime in the early 80’s he sold the Sanctuary to Rod Hamer and his wife who gave 

it to the National Wild Life Service in 1987. They did not want  the shell collection so it was sold at auction 

that year and Lance Moore purchased most of it for Lord McAlpine of  Broome. McAlpine unfortunately 

was forced to close his shell museum and placed the collection in unsuitable storage, causing it to deteriorate. 

Shells were then dispersed among collectors and the identity of Griffiths’ collection has unfortunately been 

lost. 

After the sale of the sanctuary Griffiths abruptly disappeared from the scene. In the early 90’s Dr. Jiri Zidek 

of Socorro New Mexico proposed the revival of The Cowry and contacted Hope Black (née Macpherson) 

seeking information on Griffiths, with the intention of getting his permission for the magazines revival.  

From then began a long process of trying to track him down but to no avail. The first issue of the new Cowry 

Magazine in 1994 contained a biography (Lt.Col.R.J.Griffiths and his cowry journal) and La Conchligia 26: 

122 July/September 1994 reviewed the first issue of the new magazine, commenting on the fact that the 

original creator of the magazine had disappeared without trace.  

 

I have had long conversations with Hope and she has given me all her correspondence with Dr. Zidek 

relating to their attempts to track him down, which included a copy of a 1994 letter from the president of the 

Conchological Society of Great Britain and Ireland Dr.Barry Colville, stating that they had lost contact with 

him and that mail sent to his last known address, Kalimna  Beechmont Queensland had been returned 

undelivered.    Included also are family photos taken when she visited him at the Sanctuary in January 1960. 

It now appears that he died sometime in 1991 and his wife and daughter returned to England and all attempts 

to find an obituary have been unsuccessful.   

 

By far his greatest legacy was his seminal review in 1962 of the genus Notocypraea. Other than drawings of 

the radulae of N.declivis and N.pulicaria by Albert Vayssière (1923), which showed clear differences in 

central tooth structure, it was the first time that any cowry specialist looked beyond shell morphology of 

Notocypraea in any detail, with his rudimentary drawings of the central teeth of the radulae of all the five 

generally recognized valid species and five others whose taxonomic status was debatable. This review was 

backed up by the many radular mounts he prepared from both fresh and preserved specimens and from dried 

up remnants of animals salvaged from shells in collections, simply mounted unstained in Euparal, initialed 

and dated in 1958 and 1959.  I have seen and examined at least 16 of these which are now extant in Museum  

Victoria (MV), South Australian Museum (SAM), Australian Museum (AM) and the Western Australian 

Museum (WAM).    These include three holotypes, N. dissecta, N.emblema both with shell in the AM, and   

N.wilkinsi with shell in MV and one from the type series of N.euclia in the SAM.  Five mounts with shells of 
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what he considered to be N.molleri dredged by Neil  Buckland in MV and the WAM and two mounts of 

N.dissecta one with shell also dredged by Buckland from the type locality are in the WAM.  In his review he 

gave clear descriptions of the shell and sometimes the animal of all species he listed including holotypes. He 

visited the British Museum and examined the type specimens of N.subcarnea, N.albata and N bicolor whose 

taxonomic status in Australian literature was at the time questionable. One would think that this positive new 

evidence would have been accepted and embraced by all, but sadly this was not the case. 

 

Notocypraea taxonomy was at that time mainly based on Joyce Allan’s Cowry Shells of World Seas, which 

followed the publications of Cotton and Iredale, neither of whom had any interest in the living animal. (Hope 

Black, (pers. comm.).  The appearance of this new approach upset collectors in a trade where much of the 

taxonomy was clearly wrong.  When I made my first radular mounts repeating his findings that three species; 

N.angustata, N.comptonii and N.piperita could be separated on radular morphology alone in early 1971 and 

publishing them in 1973, I soon found out the difficulties that he faced getting his work accepted.  Paul 

Trenberth, writing in the WA Shell Collector in 1974 ignored both Griffiths’ and my results stating “Since 

the study of the radula has proved that there is no real correlation between the species exists and the fact that 

colour markings vary so much that they are no criterion at all, careful study of the shell, aperture and teeth, is 

the only method by which classification can be attempted”. Trenberth quoted no one and gave no indication 

that he had studied any credible radular mounts.  

 

In May 1976 the late Dr Brian Smith (then curator of molluscs at MV) made SEM images of N.angustata, 

N.piperita, N.declivis, N.comptoni and variety casta from shells I donated to MV confirming earlier 

published results, also shells and radular slides of the same species were donated to the British Museum 

when I visited in 1980.  

 

 A major setback was when  Dr.Burgess in The Living Cowries 1970 and Cowries of the World 1980, in a 

two page (Discussion on Southern Australian Cowries), rejected the use of the radula, stating that “Dr.Alison 

Kay who is experienced in microscopic dissection found only minor differences in the radulae of these 

cowries (personal communication)”.  How this continual rejection of his findings affected Griffiths is 

unclear, as he did not respond as one would have expected.  The advantage of collecting, observing and 

being on location was in his favour and overseas workers had to rely on specimens sent by collectors. The 

extreme conchological variation of Notocypraea, particularly from around the Port MacDonnell area, where 

at the time they were abundant, almost certainly led to confusion as to what these workers were actually 

looking at.  Griffiths had the advantage of being on location and examining fresh, typical, but more difficult 

to find specimens from across their entire range.  In his 1993 Australian Marine Shells, Dr.Barry Wilson 

acknowledged and redescribed the distinct radular differences of N.angustata, N.comptonii and N.piperita.  

 

 May 2012 marks 50 years since the publication of his review and much controversy still exists particularly 

with the status of N.wilkinsi.  One only has to look on the internet to find shells labeled Notocypraea 

comptonii mayi wilkinsi on offer for serious money, although Griffiths’ personally collected holotype and 

radula have been available in Museum Victoria since 1958.  Described as a new species with its radula 

similar to N.piperita, subsequent studies of live taken specimens have proved it to be a non patterned pale 

form of N.piperita.   Felix Lorenz, who’s Guide to World Wide Cowries, is now the standard book for cowry 

collectors incorrectly interprets N. wilkinsi as a form of N.comptonii and does not even list the review in his 

references.   N.wlkinsi should hold the same status as N.casta, described in The Cowry Vol.1 No.5 1963 (type 

locality Port MacDonnell) as a new species, by Schilder & Summers, but rejected by Griffiths and Dr. Brand 

as an albino form of  N.comptonii on the basis of animal and radular similarities.    

 

I wonder how this story would have played out if a prominent academic had taken the time to check his 

findings, a relatively simple procedure, using a sound taxonomic basis sometime in the mid 60’s.  Griffiths 

surely then would have been recognized as a pioneer in the study of Notocypraea.   

 

I would like to thank Hope Black, Curator Emeritus Museum Victoria for providing me with a valuable 

insight into John Griffiths’ time at Museum Victoria and her allowing me to use personal correspondence 

and photos, also text from her History of Malacology in the preparation of this article.    
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    John Griffiths, wife Audrey and daughter Frances.  Photos taken by Hope Black at Sea Acres Sanctuary Port Macquarie NSW in January 1960. 

                                                                            
 Holotype of Cypraea Notocypraea wilkinsi, Griffiths 1959               Above   - Original line drawing of half row of radular teeth.  

  with original initialed label.  Photo Platon Vafiadis.                       Slide and photomicrograph of holotype radula 

 

Radular slides (L-R) Holotypes  N.dissecta AM ;   N.emblema AM  and N.euclia ;  last remaining remnant of the type series (SAM). 

    All mounted by R.J.Griffiths , unstained in Euparal in 1959. 

                                                                                                                  Don Cram   


